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Physics, mathematics, and other science courses, use the mathematical

derivation or proof of a result, starting from some other theorem or

physical principle, as a staple of such courses at the beginning,

intermediate, and advanced levels. Such derivations often constitute

the main portions of lectures and textbooks; in a mathematics course

they may constitute the entire course.

A derivation can serve several purposes. First, a particular result

is needed, often an important result useful to the student in future

work. Secondly, as teachers, some of us are eager to show that

cla sical physics can be developed as a well-constructed logical net,

and that auste - beginnings can yield powerful results. A third

and perhaps more important reason for derivations in physics courses

is that we hope to teach students the "art" of deriving physical

results. A complicated derivation often involves much trial and error.

We want to help students become sophisticated at deriving results.

Teaching the techniques of proof is one of the most important goals

of physics courses, and it is one of the hardest goals to accomplish.

(George Polva's How to Solve It is one attempt to teach this art.)

Many teachers have heard the archetypal student's comment on a com-

plicated proof presented in lecture. The student announces that

he could follow the proof, but he does not feel he could find the

derivation himself: This hardly surprises the teacher, who may not,

on first encountering the problem, have produced the derivation as

facilely as he duplicated it in lecture. But not realizing that

everyone gropes initially, the student feels insecure bedause he

cannot generate quickly such a smooth and elegant proof. (It could
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be argued that the less polished lecturer might provide better insight

as to how proofs are developed than the person who carefully prepares

and rehearses an elegant derivation.)

The Energy Conservation Dialo ue

The computer dialogue described here is designed to make the student

an active participant in the development of the proof, to let them

take at least some of the steps along the way on their own. Some of

these steps can be large, while others will be relatively small. At

worst, the dialogue corresponds to something like the lecture situation,

where the student is told the proof; however, he probably receives

more detail than in lect-re, through the remedial sequences in the

dialogue.

The dialogue develops a proof of the conservation of mechanical

energy for a mass moving in one-dimension and subject to a force that

depends only on the position. The proof starts with the law of

motion; we multiply by the velocity and write the resulting equation

in the form

(something) = O.
fft

In the process of the proof we introduce the concept of potential

energy as the quantity whose negative spatial derivative is the force,

and the student is asked to enter the potential energy and total energy

for several different forces.

The first flow chart shows the general form of the dialogue, the

second shows greater detail in one section, and the third is a page

from the full flow chart.
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Overview o the Tutorial Program on Energy_aliservation

[ Sign on and problem statement

Student starts derivation by
choosing to modify the equation
of motion. He multiplies both
sides of the equation by v.

dv-7.NRewrite mv
dt

as:

(1/2 mv2)

Write result as:

dt (1/2 my 2
+ P) 0

(-7--Other alternatives, such as
working from kinetic energy,
integration, etc.
(Presently unimplemeated)

Rewrite Fv

as:

dP
dt

(Introduce Potential
Energy P)

Conservation Law

Practice Example



Blow-u of One Section 7 not f ll detail

Cfan student suggest some physical variables that
orces depend on?

No

He is told ,

He is given a force
The problem is to find the "something" whose time
derivative is the righthand side of the modified
equation:

that depends only on position.

dvmv = Tvut
---

Can the student enter the relationship between F
and W which will make the following equation an
identity.

dW dx= F(x) v = F(x) --dt dt

Yes

. dhFind -- for the equationdt

Chain rule is briefly
explained.

dWF = ordt
dWF = --
dt

No

Hint: Does he know the
chain rule?

Yes

He is told the answer

Can the student enter the
value for F which makes an
identity of

dw dxF
t dt
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YES

SET SiDES - 0
SET REVIEW =

5

ASSUME THAT YOU ARE FAMILIAR wiTH THE LAWS OF
MOTION. AS WITH MANY LAWS IN SCIENCE. THESE LAWS
HAVE POWERFUL CONSEQUENCES. LET'S EXPLORE ONE
OF THESE CONSEQUENCES, A CONSERVATION PRINCIPLE.
FIRST RECALL THE MEANING OF A CONSERVED OUANTETY.
PLEAsE ENTER THE NUMBERS IDENTIFYING THE LINES
WHICH YOU CONSIDER TO BE cORRECT STATEMENTS:

1. A CONSERvED QUANTITY DOESN'T CHANGE WHEN THE
COORDINATE SYSTEM IS CHANGED.

2. A CONSERVED QUANTITY DOESN'T CHANGE IN TIME

3. A CONSERVED QUANTITY HAS ZERO SPATIAL
DERIVATIVE.

4. A CONSERVED QUAN'-'TY HAS ZERO TIME DER iv E.

INPUT

NOT 1 YES

NO

STATEMENT 1 IS THE USUAL SIMPLE STATEMENT
OF THE PROPERTY OF INVARIANCE UNDER COOR-
DINA TE TRANSFORMATION. THISPROPERTY IS DIF-
FERENT FROM THAT OF A coNsERVED QuANTETY.

_

YES

ArNO

STATEMENT 2 IS A SIMPLE STATEMENT oF THE
PROPERTY OF A CONSERVED OUANTITy.

Da NOT

NO

STATEMENT 3 DESCRIBES A QUANTITY WHIcH is
THE SAME EVERYWHERE IN SPACE, AT A GIVEN
iNSTANT, BUT mAY CHANGE FpcM INsTANT TO
INSTANT_ A QUANTITY THAT CHANGES WITH TiME
IS NOT CONSER vED.

STATEMENT 4 IS A PROPERTY OF A CONSERVED
QUANTITY, SINCE THE TINT DERIVATIVE OF A
QUANTITY NOT CHANGING IN TIME VANISHES.

TRY AGAIN TO ENTER THE EQUATIO
OF MOTION FOR THE OSCILLATOR.

TO BE SLIRE THAT WE MEAN THE SAME THING BY
"LAWS OF MOTION" ENTER THE EQUATION OF
MOTION OE A ONE.IJIMENSIONAL SIMpLE HAR-
MONIC OSCILLATOR, IUSE M FOR MASS, X FOR
POSITION, A FOR ACCELERATION, AND K FOR
SPRING CONSTANT.)

I SET TEC - 0

THE EQUATION OF MOTION SHOULD
CONTAIN THE MASS M.

I CAN'T IDENTIFY YOUR RESPONSE
AS AN EQUATION.

NOT

NOT M

MA K-X OR EQUIV.
M-A KX OR EOUIV

F M A

WATCH THE SIGN ON THE FORGE.
TRy AGAIN.

PLEASE ENTER THE EQUATION WITH THE
FORCE FOR THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR.

PLEASE ENTER THE FULL EQUATION OF MOTIETL._)-0.

SEEM RIGHT.
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Development

The development of computer dialogues as a self-instructional resource

is still relatively new, so a description of the process we followed

may be of some interest. First we discussed which areas and approaches

in physics might lend themselves to an effective computer-student

conversation. Then we decided to pursue two dialogues, the one

discussed here and another involving simulation in the study of

plane electromagnetic radiation (a dialogue still under development).

The energy conservation proof was developed first as a flow chart

showing what is typed to students, the expected responses, and the

actions in each case. The two of us spent approximately three days

working together on the flow chart, with occasional assistance from

a student and a secretary. We did not use standard flow chart con-

veptions.

The flow chart approach was appealing for a number of reasons. We

were working at the University of California, Irvine, where a change

was under way in computer facilities and no local computer was

available. We were very concerned with the question of spreadability

of such material. Computer dialogues have often existed only as com-

puter programs in specialized languages, not usable outside the environ-

ment in which they were developed! The simplified flow chart seems

a reasonable approach to developing computer conversations in a

language-independent form. Furthermore we felt that pedagogical

details should come first: we decided what we wanted to do, knowing

something about the v)tentialities of the computer, before putting

ourselves into the straight-jacket of a particular set of computer
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languages and facilities. We feel that successful use of the computer

in education demands that learning details have priority over computer

software details. In addition the flow chart furnishes a view of the

dialogue to a teacher who is considering its use in his classroom.

We sent the flow chart to friends for comments and suggestions.
0

Particularly useful criticisms came from Edward Lambe, of the State

University o2 New York at Stony Brook, and Kenneth Ford, of the

University of California, Irvine. Students within the project also

suggested improvements.

Imple entation

After a brief time together -orking on the dialogue we returned

to our respective institutions and proceeded to implement and use

the dialogue on local timesharing facilities.

At the University of Michigan the dialogue was implemented in an

existing FORTRAN-based conversational computer language, FOIL,

developed by Karl Zinn and others at Michigan and running under the

Michigan Timesharing System for the IBM 360/67. This language has

since been superceded and the program will be rewritten. The original

FOIL version is still in use.

The development of the dialogue as a computer program at the

University of California, Irvine proceeded differently. The chaEge

in computer facilities at Irvine provided an XDS SIGMA 7, with little

directly applicable software. Hence, development had to proceed in

two parallel directions, generating facilities for student dialogues



and developing the dialogue itself. The language facilities were

developed as quickly as possible for the energy conservation program

so as to allow easy extension to the electromagnetic simulation dialogue

mentioned above. The dialogue facilities were developed as SIGMA 7

assembly language macros, "procedures," making it easy to extend and

modify the language for new uses. The macros were oriented toward

professors and secretaries who are not experienced programmers. A

current description of this system, with examples of usage, is

available; it has proved to be flexible to changing needs, and is now

being used by others also.

The secretary helped greatly in preparing the dialogue. Those

acquainted with computer dialogues will realize that even an elemen-

tary dialogue entails a vast amount of typing. Experienced typists

should do this typing. Hence we taught the secretary to type at the

terminal, directly from the flow chart, the macros which constitute

the final program. Only a short amount of instruction was necessary.

The secretary cannot handle all details, and she was instructed to

enter a row of asterisks when she was uncertain about what to type.

Several secretaries at Irvine have been successfully trained in this

procedure! The students who worked on the program after could easily

recognize points marked by the secretary for further editing. The

secretary wQrked at the terminal typing directly into a disk file; no

cards were punched. The normal editing facilities of the computer were

used to modify the program, by both the secretary and the student

programmer.
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The first running version of the dialogue was available in January.

This program was informally tested within the project and by colleagues

in the physics department, whose useful suggestions we were able to

incorporate. It was used with 150 science and engineering students

at University of California, Irvine, in the first quarter of a five

quarter introductory course. It was also used by a group of University

of California, Berkeley students in a si ilar class taught by

Richard Ballard, through the University of California tie-line

facilities. A section of student use follows; student inputs follow

the question marks at the start of the line.

10
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TO DE SURE THAT WE MEAN THE snmE TRIAL ei
.Lnws OF MOTION" ENTER THE EQUATION
OF MOTION OE H ONE-DIMENSIONAL SIMPLE
HARMONIC OSCILLATOR. (USE M FOR MASS
X FOR POSITION!, A FOR AccELLRATION!, AND
K FOR SPRING CONSTANT.)

PLEASE ENTER THE EQUATION WITH THE
1=-ORCE FOR THE HARMONIC oscILLATor

THE LONATION OF NOTION SHOULD
CONTAIN THE MASS M
TRY AGAIN TO ENTER THE EQUATION
OF MOTION FOR THE OSCILLATOR

WATCH THE sIGN ON THE FORCE
TRY AGAIN.

-I'OUR RESULTS SEEM RIGH1
Q USUAL FORM FOP HARMONIC OSCILLATOR EQUATION
-OF MOTION IS tel:4'iA=n-EvX.

1(OW CONSIDER ANY ONE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEM,
HOT NECESSARILY AN OSCILLATOR.

LET'S SEE IF WE CAN FIND H CONSEROED
QUANTITY EY "PLAYING" WITH THE EQUATIONS
OF MOTION. IF WE MANIPULATE THE
EQUATION!, NADU.--DT - FP UNTIL WE wor
TRANSFORMED IT INTO THE roRm

D/DT (SOMETHING) n:n 05

THEN "SOMETHING" IS THE CONSERUED QUANTITY
HE ARE SEEKING....1
DO YOU WANT TO-BEGIN DY MODIFYING THE
C=QUATION or MOTION, OR 'BEGIN WITH SOME OTHER
QUANTITY?

?LETS MODIFY THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

1.IHAt OPERATIONS DO YOU WISH TO EERFORM.
iAULTIPLY :BOTH SIDES PY THE SAMF OUANT1TY-",'

THE SAME-QUANTITY TO POTH SIDES-T.
JNTEGRATE? SOMETHING ELSE-,' IT MIGHT PE

EXPLORE THESE .RuS!:%.1tILITIESWITH
PENCIL -AND PAPER. YOU MIGHT- EUEN BF APLE
ro ANTICIPATE WHERE WE ARE GOING....
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Feedback

Two types of feedback were obtained at Irvine, using questionnaires

and selective storage of student responses on the disk. The question-

naire showed that the average time at the terminal was 58 minutes;

about 15 or 20 minutes is required by a knowledgeable student. Most

students completed the material in one section (the dialogue offered

a restart facility if the student did not -omplete the program). The

students could use either Mgdel 33 teletypes or Datapoint 3300 alpha-

numeric CRT. Students preferred the Model 33 over the Datapoint,

because the previous responses were often useful to them, and they

were only available in the hardcopy printing of the Model 33. (Neither

terminal is ideal for student use.) We also queried students on a

stylistic aspect of the program. We chose the grammatical first person

in addressing for the computer to use students. Some of our con-

sultants objectsd, but student response was overwhelmingly favorable

toward the first person style. Perhaps it alleviates the feeling

that computers are at best impersonal; such a style may tend to humanize

the computer. In spite of the problems to be mentioned next, two-thirds

of the students who used the program claimed to enjoy it.

Some difficulties quickly developed with our new programming system,

and it was not surprising that they showed up in the student survey.

Our testing had proceeded with only one user; when many students were

simultaneously using the system, conflicts not provided for arose in

use of the files. Some users were bounced out of the program, or

received unintelligible error me3sages. Some students complained that

the questions were vague or hard, and some also complained, someti es

justifiably, that the computer did not accept correct answers. The

12
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fast speed on some Datapoints (run at 1200 baud) which presented

information faster than the student could read caused another problem.

Another very useful form of feedback was obtained internally in the

program. When the student types in a reply, the program attempts

to -Analyze the answer, looking for both right and identifiable wrong

responses. In some cases it can find none of these expected re

ponses. In about 40 places we inserted instructions for saving the

student response in a special disk file, if we failed to analyze the

response. Several thousand such responses were saved and we examined

them daily. They indicated where we were missing corrct responses,

wrong responses we should have responded to, the weak places in the

program, and ways of using the system that we had not contemplated.

Student Res onse Inf rmation

Even in this first Irvine version we did a respectable job in matching

student responses; the number of places where we failed to analyze

a reasonable student input--either a correct or incorrect response--is

smaller than we would have predicted. Certainly there were such places,

but for many questions we anticipated most of the responses.

It was comforting to note some "convergence" in the unanalyzed res-

ponses stored on the disk. As the week progressed w found fewer

and fewer new corrections needed. The difference was sufficient as

the week progressed to suggest that the program will soon reach the

stage where we will be able to analyze almost any reasonable student

response from students at this level, although our relatively crude

matching techniques cannot analyze all possible responses. However,

additional experiences are needed with students of diverse background.

13
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Student responses indicated a number of weak points in the prograrc.

Some of these were simply programming errors on our part. In one

place, for example, we look for a "no" response but unfortunately

the number 0 (zero) had been typed in our program instead of the letter

0. We received vast numbers of no's listed as unanalyzed! (In the

new version we always look for both.) This is a trivial error that

would be difficult to spot without student feedback.

Probably the weakest section was where we introduced and used

pote tial energy. Many students noted that we went too rapidly there.

Nor did we give students enough assistance in calculating potential

energy for particular forces. A number of people arrived at this

poiat not knowing how to make the calculation, perhaps because calculus

was still a new tool for them.

Calculus notation was another problem. This may be a particular

problem at Irvine, but it may be more widespread. The calculus

course uses two notations for derivatives which we almost never use

in physics! They indicate derivatives by a prime, or by writing a big

"D," avoiding the "(d/dt)" and the dot notation common in physics.

Although the "d/dt" notation was employed in the course, a number of

people used the alternate notations, particularly when asked to

nifferentiate F x G.

The responses show that a few students do not use the program as a

dialogue at all, but simply use it as an information sour- , much the

same way that students would use a book. These students, of the

14
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users, either enter no response at all for question after question or
enter garbage. Should we worry about such a student? He is not using
the program to maximum educational advantage, but he is probably no

worse off and perhaps better off than if he were reading the same
material in a text; at least he is sent into various remedial branches

which he would not have seen in a standard text, and he is "paced"

through the proof.

Using the feedback mentioned above, particularly the selective disk
storage of responses, we have prepared a second version of the con-

servation dialoaue for the SIGMA 7. The dialogue is available in fl w
chart and program form for those who wish to implF_ment it elsewhere.

While we would not claim any degree of perfection in its present form,
the program was considerably improved by the sizable student feedback.

Potential users should recognize the limitations in the present program.
Only one proof is possible, a proof which starts with the laws of motion,

multiplies both sides by v, and writes everything as d/dt (something) = 0.

A flexible program should follow the students' whims, at least to some
extent. We have not followed all the branches we can contemplate in

the program; some we hope to add in later versions. No computer program

could allow all the possibilities, with present day technologies and

know-how. But we hope that the conversation would encourage most

students to take some steps themselves, and thus to develop the analy-

tical abilities necessary for future physics progress.

Another limitation in a computer dialogue is our inabili y to recog-

nize all correct responses. Recognition is particularly difficult

15
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if, as here, we restrict the student as little as possible with regard

to possible input. Most inputs are free-form, with no directions about

typing; even with formulas, we adapt the program internally to accept

the various notations the students may use. Since we cannot recognize

all correct responses, modest comments to students are in order when

we have not recognized the response; it is dangerous in this environ-

ment to tell the student he is wrong. Hence we use comments which

emphasize our limitations within the program as well as the fact that

he has not put in what we expected. It should be emphasized that every

implementation, in a different language facility, is bound to differ in

its capabilities, and even possibly tactics, for recognizing student

responses. Thus although the initial versions at Ann Arbor and Irvine

were very similar, since they were both based on the flow chart, the

student would not necessarily receive identical responses for identical

inputs, because of different tactics of string matching to identify the

critical components of the input.

We are eager to talk with people who want to implement this dialogue

on other systems or use it with other groups of students besides those

we have worked wiLlh. The detailed flow-chart is available on request.
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Abstract

The computer pr gram described here is designed for use in the

second quarter of tne beginning course for science and engineering

majors at the University of California, Irvine, simulates a pulse

in a rope. The student is provided with a "measurement" facility;

if he enters time and position he is told the rope displacement.

His problem is to understand the disturbance sufficiently to

answer. Auxiliary facilities such as plotting and listing are

provided. Checks are made as to the reasonableness of the student

strategy, and suggestions are given based on these checks. It is

hoped that through this simulation students will be able in many

cases to "discover" the preservation of "shape," the x vt

dependence of the pulse.
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Newly developed beginning physics courses often make strong demands

on the students mathematical ability. Thus the Feynman course or

the Berkeley Physics course are mathematical techniques that

previously had been confined to the junior/senior level in physics

courses. Hence, a major problem associated with the teaching of

newly developed high-level beginning courses is that of overcoming

the mathematical barriers in students background. Students do not

come into the physics course with noticeably more mathematics

background so the burden of dealing with this new mathematical

complexity must fall to the individual physics instructor.

One feature of these newer courses is a more sophisticated approach

to the study of waves which assumes that even a beginning student,

in the freshman year, can see the wave equation and explore some of

its simple consequences. The wave equation, and the associated

mathematics necessary for the student to understand what the

equation means and how to generate solutions, is typical of the

mathematical problems and demands of the newer courses. Students

are likely to be relatively unfamiliar with both the notion of

partial derivative and the idea of differential equations, either

ordinary or partial. They are not likely to be equipped with a

great facility for solving such equations, so even if one has a

rational way of arriving at the equation, the solution must be

developed and motivated entirely within the physics class.

Experience shows that the computer can often be useful in a physics

course, in overcoming mathematical handicaps. For example computa-

tional use of the computer allows the beginning course to

19



directly to the equations of motion as differential equations,

rather than the usual algebraic treatment. (Add reference) Hence,

it seems reasonable to ask if there are effective ways of using

the computer to overcome the limitations associated with the wave

equation. One might use computational approaches here. But one

aim, to have students able to see that the wave equation has

certain types of solutions which are very characteristic of w ves,

the traveling solutions which depend on x vt or x vt, is

difficult to satisfy with dir ctly nomical work. One can simply

produce these solutionb "out of the blue," but one hopes to

motivate students to understand that one might expect such

solutions forwards; this would offer a soundem basis for introducing

these travelling patterns into the class.

The simulation described attempts to have students discover, through

interaction with a computer simulation, the x - vt dependents of a

wave in a rope. It does not explicitly use this terminology; success

in the program is measured by performance criteriun. Students must

use this relation or something equivalent to it to calcualte values

of the disturbance. Hence it would be followed immediately by

another program or lecture material showing that the x vt distur-

bance is indeed a solution of the wave equation. (In the case of

the Physics 5A-5B sequence at Irvine the students would have seen

the wave equation just before seeing this dialog.)

It is also possible that this dialog might be used in a phenomono-

logically oriented course which does not introduce the wave equation

20



at this level, but where it is deamed important to have students

lea_m about the x vt dependence.

A Trial Run

To give some of the flavor of what it is like for a student to go

through the particular program at hand, we will examine here a

sample of a complete (but abbreviated) student use of the simulation

dialog. It should be realized that the situation would be different

for different students, and that any one trip through the program

does not show all the aspects of the dialog. Thus some of the help

messages are tailored to the particular situation, the type of input

(requests for measurement) the student has been putting in up to

that point. But talking our way through an example should give a

useful view of what is happening.

We start assuming that the student has signed on the computer, and

he knows that the name of the dialog is ROPEGAME.

He requests the dialog.

!GET DIALOG
PrPORAM NAME? ROPEGAME

The items entered by the student are underlined; everything else is

typed by the computer.

21
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First he starts with an introduction.

THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM wr HILL EXPLORE TS
AN C.,':TREMELY LOHG FOPE HTTH H DTTNPPANUE
3N IT IF YOU TELL ME 0 POSITION ALONG THE ROPE
PHD A TIME, I WILL GIUE YOU THE DISTURDANCE!.
71_IE DISPLACEMENT FROM EOUTLIDRIUM. YOUR JOD
IS TO LEARN WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE POPE.

, WILL EIJUNTUALLY TURN THE IFFM.E5 GTOIHO YOU
INFORMATION AND ASKING YOU TO PREDICT UALUES.

'POSITION IS IN METERS AND TIME IN SECONDS;
DON'T ENTER UNITS.

After the introduction the dialog expects the students to enter

values for the position along the rope and the time in which he

wants disturbances along that position. The computer calculates

a disturbance at that point and tells him the result. He starts

with no initial information about the disturbance, but he has a

measurement-like facility for gathering information. In the

following case it is noted that the student tries more or less

random values of position and time and does not find the -disturbance.

As we will see, it is at any one time almost zero for most of the

rope. Here are the initial measurements.

TIME = 5 POSITION 5 DISTHRDANCE =
TIME = 10 POSIIION = in DISTORPFINGE =
-TIME = 45 POSITIGN = :D69 DISTURDAHCE =
TIME = 1.0E17 FO5:iITION = 6.4 DISTUPPANCE = (,

TIME = 100 PUS' -ION - LOO DISTURBAHCE =

Actually many students will find a disturbance in these first few

measurements, because if the student makes the most likely choices,

x = 0 and = 0, theorigins, he will encounter a non-zero

di turbance. But we don't want students to miss the action forever

22



so if a student has gotten only zero disturbances in the rope up in

his first five measurements the program offers him some guidance as

to where to look for non-zero values.

JUsT TO CONOINGE YOU THAT THE 1.11:DELAcLmLN1
IS MOT ALWAYS ZERO!. HERE ARE SONE POSITION
AND.TIMES AT WHICH THE DISPLACE:VENT IS
DPATINcTLY NOM-ZERO.

TIME=
TIME=
TIME=
TIME=

POSITION-- ---O.24
POITION 0.4
POSITION -6.8
.POSITIOW7

DISPLACEMENT-
DISPIACFNENT=
DISPLACEMENT-
DISPLACEMENT

These values are generated partially random within the program,

but in such a way that there is a non-zero disturbance. Incidentally

the pattern of the disturbance is partially the result of random

choices; each student receives a slightly different disturbance.

However, the form of the disturbance has been chosen to make the

dialog as profitable as possible and so the general form stays the

same for all students. We also cue the same wave-velocity for all

students.

Our hypothetical student now continues to make more measurements.

GRAPW OR
TIME =
TIME =
TIME =
TIME = 0
TIME =

SKETCHES MIGHT BE USEFJL.
POSITION ;:;=,
PASITTOM - 1

PM;ITION = 2
FU:ATTON -I

.!1'3

DISTURBANCE
DISTURBANCE =
DISTURBANCE
lirTURBANCE
DISTURBANCE -

THIS PUZME A 'PAYOFF'. IF YOU
CAN DETERMINE HOW THIS DISTURBANCE 1 EHAUES9
YOU WILL UNDESTAND AN IMPOPTANT PRINCIPLE
INVOLOED-IN. MANY
AFTER A FEW MOPE MEA,ISURFNENT YOU co.!
TURN -THE -TABLE PHD TRY TO FFEDICT THE
1 EHA0IOR or THE POPE.
TINE
-TINE 0 POIlION
TIME = ifl

TINE = ii ITION
TIME =

ASTURDANCE =
PIS1URBANCE =

Df..4::TURPANICE -
DISTURBANCE

6
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After each group of five measurements he is given some additional

advice about what is happening. He is confronted with the problem

of dealing with a situation with two independent variables. The

complexity of the situation is such that if one simply picks

unorganized values of these two variables, success or understanding

is unlikely. We expect that some students, but not all, will

develop in these early measurements what we consider to be a

reasonable strategy. The student at this point is still in the

dark as to the full details of what we expect of him. He has been

told that he needs to study the disturbance to understand what is

happening in the rope, but he does not know what kind of information

about the rope we are going to request of him. So he may not go

into what we think of as a reasonable strategy.

We define reasonable strategy as meaning one of two things. Either

the student clusters his measurements around certain particular

times, the snapshot point of view in which he looks at the detailed

behavior of the rope at a number of different times, or he clusters

his measurements around relatively few values of position--the point

of view in which he stands at particular positions and watches what

happens as the disturbance in the rope passes that position.

This particular student has decided to find out what is happening

in the rope at time 0, following the snapshot standby.

2 4



After the student has made fifteen measurements we now turn on a

new set of facilities for him.

YOH MAY HAOE OOME 'DU! OF HOW THE ROPE IS
BEHAUING. AT THIS POINT I MILL .CHANCE THE
RULES or THE GAME. FORt;

MEASUREMENT 1YFE N
TURN-THE-TABLES TYPE I
'LIT GE MEASUREMENTS --PE L
GRAPH . TYPE G

DON'T BF DISTURBED IF YOU I FIfl TURN THE
TABLES AT FIRST- I WILL C UE YOU OTHER CHANG=P:-,_

You can see that he can get a list of his values, useful

particularly if the student is running the program on a CRT

terminal, where he has no hard copy. He can also receive a graph

of the data in selected ways. Here is such a request, and the

results.

Furthermore, he can for the first time now determine what it is

that we are going to ask him to do in the program, the measure of

success, by asking to "turn the tables." Since he can do this over

and over Again we expedt many s udents to try this at the earliest

possible moment.
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Our student first asks for a list.

MEASUPE? LIT? TURN? CPHPH? L

TTMF
r,:i

PO::-.1;1.17ON
.....:

DT!HI:TUREANCE
1,-.)

1 0 10 0
45 ::::".1,9 0
1.20E17 6.40 0
100 -POO 0

-ii?.E4 -1D.i..7::4 4.66E-2
-0.06 0.06
-1.64 -6.:::1: 0.2:::::

-0.66 0.:..1.:

0 ci
0.:-.:42

0 0.0-,,'
0

i'.-.) t..:::

r..",:l 1 u
0.100 1-_,5

0 0.09
0 1.5 0.09
0 1.10 0.09
0 1.20 0 2 Li
0 1.:10 0.11
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Trying everything, he now investigates what graphic facilities are

available to him.

MEASURE? LIST? TURN? GWEN? G

WHAT INDEPENDENT UARIAPLE DO YOU HANT FOR
YOUR GRAPW TIME

FOR WAT IJIralu OF PO:.ATIoN.,, 1

HOT ENOUGH MEASUREMENTS AT THAT )ALUE To
3OTHER PLoITING,
MEASURE? LIST? TURN? GRAPH? G

MHAT INDEPENDEN1 OARIAELE DO YOU PANT FOP
YoUR GRAPH? POSITION

Lop wHAT UHLUE OF IIME? 0
-1 MIN HORIZONTAL NA:-: E!

0 MIN UERTTCAL MiTi. 0.-.D207

..!

The dialog will only graph his da a when a reasonable amount is

available.

21
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Oui student decides to try a few more measurements:

ALW:nURE? LIST-:' TURN? GRAPH? Fl

HOW MANY MEff;HREMENTS IN THIS 'BLOCK?

TIME = 0
11ME =
TIME = 0-
TIME = 0
TIME =
TIME = 0
TIME = H

POSITION
RuSITION
POSITION -.7
POSITION
POSITION = .

FO!DYTION
T'ITTION

MEASURE? LIST? TARN? GRAPH? M

OW MANY

TIME
TINE =

NEHSLREMENT TH THIS PLOC ?

FOITIOH = -.1

D ISTURFANCE =
1:111.AZMACE
D 1STUPLANCE -
D ITURPANCE
PINA:*;!PAHCE =

D ISTHRMNCE .

DISTURBANCE =
FOITION .1 1.11E_,TIRBANCE

He is clearly filling in what appear to be tides in the

shown on the graph. We allow him to specify a block of

so that he is not queried each time as to what he wants

that he has not yet completed the second block of seven

at this point we are T3repared to assist him.

data, as

measurements,

to do. Note

measurements;

After the student has reached the "more than 15 measurements"

situation, we periodically give advice and assistance. The type

of advice depends on whether the student has developed a reasonable

stragegy in the sense already suggested. If he has not developed

a reasonable strategl, taking either the snapshot point of view or

the stand-at-one-point point of view, then we try through a series

of successively strong hints to suggest a strategy. In the end we

practically tell him how to proceed, because we don't want him to

sit forever taking random measurements. After he has a reasonable
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strategy, a second set of hints takes over. These hints are

designed to slowly suggest to him the moving pattern idea, the
.

x vt dependence that we hope will be his eventual conclusion.

In some of the later hints we actually give him additional values,

showing him what would happen if he followed a consistent strategy.

For example in one place we plot a picture of the curve for t = 0,

giving values that he may not have asked for. Thus we show him the

disturbance at one time, and hope that will be enough to get him

going in a reasonable direction.

2 3



Our prototype student has been making meaningful measurements, so

he gets a hint from the second set, and a suggestion that he "turn

the tables." Then measurements continue. and he asks for a more

complete graph.

PREAK Al LOL
FJP

BREAK AT LOC SAAETS+.2
;r

YOUR STRATEGY SEEMS REASONABLE. YOU SHOULD
HAUE SOME IBEA AS TOHAW THE ROPE IS-BEHAAING.

YOU HAAEN'T TRIED TO PE ON THE OTHER END
YET!, WHERE YOU TELL ME THINGS!
YOU SHOULD HAAE ENOUGH INFORMATION,
TINE = 0 POSITION .a
TINE = 0 POSITION z1; .3
TIME = 0 rosITIol.- .4
TINE POTTION .6
TINE = I POSITION = 1

MEASURE-7' IT'ATT TARN? GRAPH? G

!HAT INDEPENDENT AARIALLE LA YOU WANT ror
'I'OUR GRAPH? POSITION

DISTURBANCE
DISTURBANCE
PISTUPDANCE
BISTURPANCE
LISTURBANCE

r-rip HHAT UALUE OF TINE? 0
1 NIN HORIZONTAL MAX P
0 NIH AERTICAL NW 1:71-017

30
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The disturbance at t = 0 clearly has two humps. Each student using

the dialog receives a disturbance of this type, but with parameters

chosen randomly within limits.

The student next follows the suggestion to try turn the tables.

MEASURE? Li.:1? TURN? GRAPH? T

YOU KNOW ALREADY THAT AI C4 AND HT X
THE DISTURDANCE =

AT T = 4.L0 THE DISPLACEMENT IS TO DE THE SAME.
WHAT UALUE OF POSITION MAKES THIS 1HE CASE?

?0

TRY ONCE 4C E. ACCURACY .1.

?0

J. CAN'T IDENTIFY YOUR RESPONSE VT::: cl,ARSTI:
THE POSITION SHOULD PE
TRY MORE MEASUREMENTS!, AND TYPE TURN WHEN
YOU THINK Ynu CAN ANSWER OUESTIONS LIKE THIS.

This student clearly realizes that he doesn't have enough information

to make the prediction, so he types only zeros. Note that he works

partially with data already obtained, and partially with randomly

generated new data.

This student fails for a variety of reasons. He does not understand

how to make the calculation and furthermore he is not in a position

to make it even if he does understand, because his measurement has

not been in enough detail to tell him the velocity of the disturbance.

You can see, although the student will not see it yet, that his

ability to answer the questions is based on an understanding that

the displacement function, giving this disturbance in the rope as a

function of position and time, depends on position and time always

31
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in the combination of x vt. The student has given several tries.

We know from observing students, that initially he may make a

cruder calculation, so we advise him with regard to accuracy if he

gives us a wrong answer.

3 2
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Our hypothetical student, quicker than most, now goes after the

velocity of the disturbance.

MEASHRE? LIST 1UPIT) GRAPH?

HOW MANY MEASOPEMENTS IN THIS BLOCK?

TIME = 1 POSITION = 2
TIME = 1 riDsITIom -
TIME = 1 POSITION - 4
TIME = 1.5 POSITION = 6
TIME = 2 FASITTON =
ARE YOU MAKING CRAPH::; OF THE ROPE
HAUE YOU THOUWT ABOUT THE DEHAUIOR OF THE
STRING AT DIFFEPENT TIMES. WHAT DOES IT LOOK
LIKE AT ANY ONE TIME? THEN WHAT HAPPENS TO IT?
I SEE THAT YOU ARE HOLDING THE

D '-7:TUPDAHCE =
D ISli|RBH4CE =
D ST UPBANCE =
D T

D I ST URE ANCE =

TIME CONSTANT IN MANY MEASUREMENTS
TIME = 1 POSITION = 5.21 DISTURBANCE 0.10
TIME = 1 POSITION =
JUST A NUMBERv PLEASE.
TIME = 1 POSITION = DISTURBANCE 0.11
TIME = 1 POSITION = 5.4 D]!::;11.J.P.IIPtlf:=E

TINE = 1 FOSITION - 6 -
TIME = 1 POSITION 3.5 DISTUPPANCF 0.09
MEASURE? LIST? TURN-,, GPAPH G

HHAT INDEPENDENT OAPIAELL BO Y[U WANT FOR
'.OUR GRAPH? PnSITTON

FAR WHAT OALUE oF TIME? 1

1 MIN HORIZONTAL MAX 6
0 MIN IJERTICAL MHX 0.32o7
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Here the choice of pattern we have made, a double baussio with

unequal peaks, assist him in identifying the form that he is dealing

with. In particular if he has found the maximum, he can try to find

how the maximum moves in order to determine the wave velocity. His

graph suggests that he is dealing with a moving pattern, keeping the

same shape in time, and moving with a velocity of 4 meters second.

So now he returns, with confidence, to turn the tables! Most students

will not succeed this quickly, so this chap must be bright.

MEASURE? LIST? TURN? GRAPH?

YOU KNOW ALREADY THAT AT T 0 ANY' AT
THE DISTURBANCE ;z-

AT T 15.:, THE DISFLACENENT TS TO DE THE SAME.
WHAT UALUE OF FOSITIGN MAKES TAlS THE CASE7

SEEMS GOOD. LET'S TRi ANOTHER OF THE
SAME TYPE.
YOU KNOW ALREADY THAT AT T ID AND AT -

THE DISTURBANCE

AT T 3.60 THE Br-F+LACFNENT IS TO DE THE
WHAT ULLJE OF POSITION MAKES THIS THE CASE?

?1.4.4

TRY ONCE MORE.

FINE- 10W WEPLL PLAY THE GAME A SLIGHTLY
DIFFEREN WAY.

ArrAppry

34



HFPE ARE TWO MEASUREMENTS FOR TINE Tz:, 1

FOR X= 3.5 THE ROPE DISPLACEMENT IS 0.09

AND FOR X = 6 DISPLACEMENT IS 0

AT TTNE T = 0.15 AND AT THE POSITION = 0.11
THE DISPLACEMENT IS THE SAME AS IN THE FIRST
MEASUREMENT ADOUE1 0.09
AT THE SAME 1-IME WHAT HILL BE THE OALUE OF
X THAT GIUES THE DISPLACEMENT THE SANE AS
THAT OF THE SECOND MEASUREMENT ADOUE?

?22. 6

CAIJE 1T ANOTHER TRY...THINK APouT WHAT
HAPPENS WITH THE STRING IN TIME.

AS rAR ns I CAN TELL WITH MY LIMITED ABILITY
YOU HAUE SUCCES:=TULLY LEFFNED HOW THE
HOPE IS EEHAOING. THE DEHAUIAR THAT WE HAUE
DEIN EXAMINING IS TYPICAL OF A mnur, AN
JIKW1ANT PHYSICAL CONCERT.

PLEASE_ TYPE A UERPAL DESCRIPTION OF WHAT IS
rAPPEMING HITH OUR ROPE. USE THF LINE FEED
FOR MULTIPLE LINES, ONLY USING CARRIAGE RETURN
WHEN FINISHED. IF YOU WISH TO HAW YOUR
DESCRIPTION EUALUATED DV THE INSTRUCTOR TO
SEE IF YOU UNDERSTAND 1HIS ASPECT OF !AWE
DEHAUIORN TYPE YOUR NAPE nLso.

AMY COMMENTS AluUT 1HE RFNCFAM APE ALr.JD MELCHHE

-T'A PATTER HI1H TWO Humr.::; IS MOUTMG DOWN THE STRING,
THE PATTER APPEARS:TO STAY TO SAME SHAPE. IT.5 OELOCITY
IS FOUR METERS PER'SELOND.

CONGRATULATIONS AHD COODEYE!

18



If the student is successful we ask him to comment on the dialog

which might help us to improve it, and we congradulate him on his

understanding what is happening in the rope.

Clearly we do not want the students to spend forever at this game.

It may be that it will be too difficult and that the student needs

other ways of learning the x vt dependence. At the moment we

have an arbitrary cutoff of 100 measurements. If the student has

not succeeded, we first check to see if he has tried to "turn the

tables." If he has not we send him in to try that. But if he has

already turned the tables, we ask him for comments, express our

sorrow that we have not succeeded in accomplishing our objective,

and suggest that he might want to talk directly with the teacher.

As in similar situations with dialogs the comments are stored in a

file for future evaluation.

[Add comments about usage]
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